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Man arrested
in dormitory
rape attempt

Tuning in to Bentsen

By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
An SJSU student who allegedly
tried to rape a sleeping dorm student
after her friend rejected his advances
was arrested on campus Thursday.
University Police apprehended
19-year-old Cecil Grimes, a sophomore with an undeclared major, as
he left a morning class in Duncan
Hall, according to IA. Shannon Maloney.
Grimes was booked into Santa
Clara County Jail on charges of attempted rape and false imprisonment. according to jail officials. Bail
is set at $40,000.
Grimes assaulted the two women
Sept. 24 in Moulder Hall. Maloney
said. The reported attacks apparently
took place between 2:30 and 4 a.m.
"Apparently the suspect and the
Larry Strong Daily staff photographer
Catherine Tompkison (left), president of Campus Democrats, welcomes California State Sen. Al Alquist to SJSU

Student asks vice-presidential candidate about civil rights
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
SJSU student Jose Acosta
questioned Democratic vice-presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen
via phone Thursday morning as
part of a national program broadcast to college campuses.
Bentsen fielded questions from
college students who called from
12 universities across the country. He also answered questions
from students at Corpus Christi
State University. the site of the
conference.
Acosta asked Bentsen. "How
is a Dukakis -Bentsen administration prepared to re-establish this
country’s commitment to equal
opportunity and civil rights and
erase the legacy of the past seven
years?"
Bentsen said a Dukakis administration would he committed to
filling government positions with

’When you listen to George Bush and
the Republicans, don’t just read their
lips. Look at what they do.’
Lloyd Bentsen,
Democratic vice-presidential candidate
minority candidates. He pointed
to his ovk n record of hiring minorities to fill state government
positions.
"When you listen to George
Bush and the Republicans. don’t
just read their lips," Bentsen
said. "Look at what they do
SJSU Campus Demociats
ganized the school’s participation
in the event. President Catherine
Tompkison, the Northern California campus coordinator for Campaign ’88, suggested SJSU as the
California campus to take part in

the conference.
Representatives were allowed
to ask Bentsen one question each.
The interview was broadcast to
26 CaMpuses
Campus Democrats watched
the broadcast on television sets in
the Student l ’nion, where Acosta
called Bentsen. The crowd of
about 50 cheeied when SJSU and
Acosta were announced on the
program.
State Sen. Al Alquist was present in the Student Union and
2.ave a brief statement about his

Football team
embarrassed Magic flute
by worn field
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Homecoming game Saturday against Utah State may turn out
to be more of a sandlot affair than a
crucial Big West contest.
Spartan Stadium groundskeepers
have tried to repair field damage incurred at the "Monster Truck" pull
Sept. 24 by covering dry patches
with sand.
"I’m trying to ignore the fact that
the field is in the condition it is,"
SJSU Head Coach Claude Gilbert
said. "We really can’t do much
about it.
"I think the field is as prepared as
our people are capable with the resources they have available." he
said. "All I’ll do is apologize to the
opponents for its condition and hope
it’s in safe playing condition.’
Sand covers the field from about
the south side 30-yard line to the
north end 20-yard line.
The damage occurred after a turf
crew failed to properly spread protective tarps used to cover the field.
A similar truck -pull event was
staged at Spartan Stadium last semester without major field damage.
"The damage has been done.
Gilbert said. That first tractor pull
they had, they did a pretty good job
of covering the field and protecting
it. At least it was reasonably playable. This latest one just ruined the
turf. They have to fill it in with
’,and."
Gilbert said his team will practice
at Spartan Stadium today and try not
to damage it more.
Recruiting is still a less months
away for Gilbert and his stall But
some players are worried the present
condition of the field could hurt the
See HEW, hack paw
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friendship with Bentsen.
Acosta. a junior majoring in
political science, said his question was formulated by Campus
Democrat members.
He said concern for the status
of minorities stemmed from Rea gun’s poor record of minority appointments. Of his 300 appointments,
only
17
included
minorities. Acosta said.
Acosta and Campus Democrat
John Hjelt said short notice didn’t
allow much time for publicity.
About 50 students showed up for
the event.
During the program. Bentsen
emphasized the importance of
student participation in the campaign.
You have an enormous impact on this election." he said.
See BENTSEN. hark page

victims were socially acquainted,"
he said.’’ He was visiting with one of
the victims in her room.
"He made unwanted advances,
refused to leave at the victim’s request. then assaulted and battered
her When the victim continued to
resist, he refused to allow her to
leas e her room until she gave him a
kiss
He phy sically assaulted her by
taking a kiss, then left the room."
Maloney said.
Maloney said Grimes entered
through an unlocked door and tried
to rape her sleeping friend.
Grimes met the two women at a
dormitory party on the second floor
of Moulder Hall the evening of the
reported incidents, according to one
of the women.
See ARREST. hack page

Week promotes
equality for gays
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
University staff members are organizing Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week to promote economic. social and political equality for
homosexual people.
The event, which takes place
Monday through Thursday, is sponsored by SJSU’s Staff for Individual
Rights.
The group will present panel discussions. debates, speeches and.
films in the Student Union.
Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week was established in 1985 by
Martha O’Connell and Kevin Johnson. two employees of SJSU’s electric shop and graphics department.
O’Connell said the two formed the
organization to combat the discrimination, harassment, and intimidation
they experienced while employed at
SJSU.
Their overall goal is to promote,

ate. and defend the right, of
:aid lesbians within the Cali tornia State University system.
"We want all gays and lesbians to
come out of the closet." O’Connell
said. "All individuals who helped
support and organize the event,
whether they’re gas. lesbian or
straight, should identify themselves.
The media should stop using the
term gay and lesbian lifesty les because there are no such litesty
’Sex doesn’t determine one’s
lifestyle. There are Republican and
Catholic gay s and lesbians. We
shouldn’t all he lumped together and
labeled promiscuous. We want to
help eradicate the oppressive and erroneous stereotypes. ’’
The student organization Gay and
Lesbian Alliance and Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays will
also participate in the event.
We hope next week will he a
positive one. Johnson said.

ad,

Exhibit honors Filipino women
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer
Torn Leyson once felt uncomfortable about his cultural heritage. But
now he’s proud of his Filipino descent.
A photo exhibit and other events
taking place in the Student Union
this week are helping some Filipino
students rediscover their heritage.
"I joined Akbayan (a Filipino
club on campus) and it opened my
eyes." the senior majoring in industrial design said. "Now I know what
being Filipino means and I feel good
about it."
"Akbayan" is a Tagalog term
meaning
"to
embrace
in
friendship."
Some Filipinos have considered
themselves a forgotten Asian -American group. But if their immigration
and birth rates continue at the present pace, they will outnumber other
Asian -Americans.
"Filipino Women in America." a
national photo exhibit, was featured
in the Student Union’s Umunhum
Room Thursday.
The exhibit was sponsored by
SJSU’s Asian -American studies department, Akbayan and Asian Students In Action Now.
Photo displays celebrate the 225th
anniversary of the first Filipino immigration to the United States and
the role of Filipino women in their
culture.

nob Fii’.ivh

tlOy staff photographer

Barbara kautzer, a senior majoring in ttttt sic education. performs
n it h the Ss mphonic Band on Tuesdi nights.

The first Filipinos came to America after the Spanish-American War.
Since then, four groups of Filipinos have immigrated to America.
Besides military families from the
Spanish-American War and World
War IL students, exchange workers
and families of men who immigrated
during the ’20s and ’30s, have comprised a growing Filipino population.
The Philippines became an inde-

Kathleen Howe

Da,ly staff photographer

Dan Soriano studies an exhibit on Filipino women’s history
pendent nation in 1946. In that year,
war brides who married men serving
in the U.S. Armed Forces began to
arrive in America.
Filipino women, known as Filim
nas and pinays. preserved their
homeland’s heritage by sharing traditions with their daughters.
"Pinays have been the yeast that

set their men and children rising and
the leaven that got their communities
producing." said Fred Cordova. a
speaker and author on Filipino issues
Pensianadas. hit pinto women students. began stud mg in the United
Stales alter World War II Although
See EBVINO. Nal, page
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Well ’fitted’ for neglect
Twitter -fitted.
That’s how Friend Owl in "Bambi"
described falling in love. Flower, the
skunk, became twitter-fitted. Thumper’s foot
broke into a spasm when his turn came. Even
/iambi fell prey.
Owl thought twitter-fitting was a waste of
time. But like the animals, two of my best
friends ignored him. In the real world. I feel
ignored. too.
When "Jeff" became engaged, other life
forms disappeared.
"I can’t leave Donna alone at night," he
used to say when my friends and I wanted him
to go out. "I want to spend as much time with
her as I can."
Jeff made a choice. We were happy that he
found love. And we felt the usual ripple of
jealousy. But we never asked him to choose us
over her.
Love. usually limitless, fell in short supply
for Jeff. His mind, his heart, his every atom
was committed to Donna. We were just a
seven-year trial run in compassion, trust and
loyalty.
My run with "Alex" was shorter. but just
as painful. In our early college days, we
proclaimed ourselves charter members of
"The He-man Woman -haters Club" .-, the
group founded by Spunky. Alfalfa and the rest
of "Our Gang." We had both become single
and we wanted to stay that way.

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
Since 1934

Fountain should
remain simple
After sitting bone dry for two years, SJS ’s
fountain is finally ready to be refilled.
Students have raised the $19,000 needed to
repair it and make drowning an impossibility.
But the fountain may be redesigned to resemble a far less attractive one in I os Gatos
for an additional $50,000.
The administraEditorial
tion began favoring
the Los Gatos design about the same time it began to worry that
SJSU could be sued if a child drowned in the
fountain. Such an accident has never happened
and the university might not be liable if it did
But the administration would still like to fill the
fountain with concrete and rocks. We think that
would be a paranoid move toward an elaborately ugly fountain.
The Los Gatos fountain has large mounds
of concrete covered with cobblestones in its
center. Water trickles down its sides. And
while the plan for our fountain conforms with
Tower Hall and includes sprays, not trickles,
we still prefer the fountain’s old design.
A grate across the bottom of the fountain
would prevent children from wading in a standing pool. There would be no more danger of injury than there is on a rainy day anywhere else
on campus.
The old geyser was simple, refreshing and
charming. The present design blends into the
large lawn in a basic, natural way. Almost
every other spot on campus is crowded and
cluttered. This spot should be left -alone.
Benches and lights on the new fountain will
make it more suitable for the outside of a bank.
Rocks and lights will just look adorned.
Finally, redesign of the fountain has never
been presented to the students in an honest
way. Robert Ringe, director of development,
told the Associated Students last spring,
"Somebody suggested I might take a look at
the fountain in Los Gatos." Ringe later admitted that "somebody" was President Gail
Fullerton.
The student body should have a voice in the
fountain’s redesign. And it should he kept as
simple and inexpensive as possible.

Campus Voice

Rodeos do abuse animals
,4my Reynolds is a senior majoring in Criminal fitsn.-/ In addition, she is the South Ray director of "In de ,.!1. animals," WI animal rights group. After a Sept.
211,aticle in the Spartan Daily, and the subsequentflood
Rctinilds felt she needed to clarify her position
tm animal rt Kitts .
( hi Sept. 16. one of the Spartan Daily staff writers
asked me to grant an interview which appeared in the
Sept. 20 issue. Reluctantly. I did agree, but only because
I had hopes the free media coverage would he beneficial
to the organization I work for. It was not my intention to
stir up so much controversy on this campus about rodeo.
The primal % goal of our organization is to increase
public awareness ot the various abuses many animals endure daily 1 V.:11 hoping to focus attention in that interview on these three areas: lithe difficulties in extrapola(ion research findings trom one species to another that
has
significantly different physiological make-up. 2)
the plight ot Illally fur -bearing animals, and 3) the intolconditions
factory farm animals face daily.
erable
Hinseset. out ot that interview came a lot of debate
over rodeo events. Rodeo promoters will deny cruelty
charges. hut the facts remain: The cruelties are documented at nearly every humane organization in the coun11
1,,ery animal welfare organization in this country opposes the practice for its inherent cruelty to animals. In
the Sept 27 issue of this paper. Tracy Jensen submitted a
lettei to the editor. Her figures were correct. An investigative stud% ot rodeo roping events conducted for the
Humane Society of the United States has found that a
calf inas he running 27 miles per hour when the lasso
tightens around its neck. jerking it to a sudden stop and
throw ing it to the gorund. The force of impact can cause
hi losing. bioken ribs or other internal injuries.
Action for Animals in San Francisco has documented
veterinarian reports of rodeo li% estix:k sent to slaughter
with virtually buckets of blood hound in their stomachs
due to previous events causing hemorrhaging. If anyone

would care to see documented proof of these reports,
please call "In Defense of Animals."
A steer is "thrown" by grabbing its horns and twisting its neck until its body is flipped in the air and the animal slams to the ground on its side. Broken bones and
injuries to the horns and neck muscles often result.
In my interview I mentioned a particular incident
with an injured horse. That was not a pretty picture to see
and it was not a pretty story to tell. After being in agony
for quite some time because no veterinarian was present
to help him, the horse was finally put out of its misery
with a gun. Before being shot, the horse lingered for 30
minutes in front of several rodeo athletes. That specific
incident occured at the Hayward Police Officer’s Rodeo
at Raoul Ranch in Alameda County in August of 1986.
In August of 1987, a similar incident occured at the
same ranch when a calf broke his nose and palate. In August of 1988. Raoul Ranch became the first ranch in the
state of California to finally adopt the three rules that animal welfare organizations have been asking rodeo officilas to adhere to for years.
Presently, the Professional Rodeo Cowboys’ Association has no requirement that a veterinarian be on duty,
only that they be on call. We would like to see a veterinarian on duty at all rodeo events.
We would like to see the use of electric cattle prods
eliminated.
We would like to see all bogus events which have
nothing to do with the American Old West tradition
eliminated.
The rodeo of today is not a part of American tradition. The cowboys of yesteryear and the rodeo riders ot
today bear scant resemblance to each other.
We should extend our compassion and respect to all
species of life. People are intelligent enough to find excitement and ways to entertain themselves without exploiting and abusing others.
If anyone reading this article agrees with any of these
viewpoints or would just like sonic information about my
group, please call me at the "In Defense of Animals"
office. The number is 288-5884.

Neither of us took it seriously. For me it
meant casual dating. For him it was a
mask. We became hest friends. I think.
because he always needed someone.
Then Lisa came along. Like any true "heman," Alex never called her his girlfriend.
But not long after. I remember him telling mc
he loved and planned to marry her.
He was afraid I wouldn’t approve.
I was touched that he valued my opinion so
much. Although Alex cherished his time with
Lisa, he and I grew closer. He always made
room for his friends.
In two years. everything changed. Alex
and Lisa broke up just before he graduated this
year. A few months after finding a new love,
he stopped returning phone calls. A mutual
friend told me Alex was too wrapped up in
Sylvia to see anyone else.
"I’ll tell hint to call you," the friend said.
"Tell him not to do me any favors," I
replied.
Don’t think I’m heartless. I know what it is
to be twitter-fitted and obsessed.
I just can’t rationalize neglect or drowning
in a sea of romantic need. I miss Jeff and Alex.
They should’ve listened to Friend Owl.

Editor,
On Oct. 12, I thought I was having a heart attack. My boss, James
Jackson, called the police. If I really
would have had a heart attack, that
phone call, no matter how it was
made, could have saved my life.
Thanks to my boss’ quick reaction, the police were there within
two minutes. An ambulance was
there shortly thereafter.
The Spartan Daily wrote an article
about why my boss didn’t use a blue light emergency phone, or dial 911
My boss was closer to his own phone
and dialed the University Police’s
non -emergency number because he
thought 911 would connect him to
the San Jose Police.
To me, my boss would have been
a hero if I would have had a heart attack.
Earl Skivers
Custodian
Tower Hall

Survival of the fittest
Editor,
Twenty years ago the Beatles
were singing "Hey Jude" and I was
a dumpy freshman at the University
of Arizona in Tucson.
I shared a tiny dorm room with
four other dumpy freshmen from all
over the country.
Mornings I slept through French
and afternoons I typed up press releases for the school newspaper. I
went to drive-ins and football games
with, my boyfriend on weekends. I
wanted to be a journalist and a
housewife but I couldn’t figure out
how I was going to do it all.
This year my children are with relatives and I am traveling around the
United States still trying to figure out
what I’m going to do when I grow
up. I’ve done all kinds of work:

newspaper writer, secretary, nurse’s
aide, fast-food worker. dishwasher
and housekeeper S,miehmes I on
der what I got out of lout seals ol
college.
Rut if you can survive college registration. dorm overcrowding. unnutritional fins) and meeting all
kinds of uninteresting people. I
guess you can survive anything.
If I had it to do 0% er. 1 guess I
would.
Mona ROSS
resident
San Jose

sal of toxic household products.
The Consumer Right To Know
Initiative’s bottom line is simple:
Consumers get more information
from commercial advertisers.
Proposition 105 on this November’s ballot protects consumers, seniors and our environment from
shady practices
without creating
an expensive bureaucracy.
That’s why 30 consumer, senior
and environmental groups support
Proposition 105, including CURF
(Consumers United for Reform), the
Congress of California Seniors, Californians Against Waste, and the
nursing
home
reform
group
What a waste
BANHR.
Editor.
The Consumer Right To Knipp.
Regarding Sigma Nus "Egg Initiative’s only purpose is to protect
Throw Booth" at the Homecoming the public.
The special interests won’t do it!
Street Fair.
The politicians haven’t done it!
I can only hope that the people
who paid a dollar to throw eggs for
Now we can do it ourselves!
"fun" would also spare a dollar tor
Vote Yes on Proposition 105!
the poor, hungry, homeless people
Barbara B. Rogers
who probald% wouldn’t mind eating
resident
hose same eggs.
San Jose
Waste like that makes me sick.
Mark Ball
Senior Try the weekend
Art kditoi
I’ve heard that sonic of the local
community colleges offer classes on
Vote for truth in ads
Saturdays. Why not here at SJSU?
Editor.
I can think of quite a few advanThe barrage ot ads trom various tages.
special interests concerning the car
The number of rooms available
insurance initiatives shows once for classes will automatically take a
again the need for full disclosure big leap without having to build any
about who’s paying for initiative new classrooms.
ads.
If students are coming to school
The Consumer Right To Know over a period of six days, there
that
initiative
Initiative will require
would be fewer cars to park per day
ads fully disclose who is really payThese classes would probably
ing for them.
have to be Saturday -only. three-hour
Proposition 105 also has other general education classes. I think its
truth -in -advertising protections for worth a try.
Rick I Finial
consumers
like better disclosure
Sophomore
about nursing homes salet% iecoid,,
International Itusiness
and warnings about the propei dipo

Don’t use Styrofoam
Editor.
"Everybody. talks about the
weather, but nobody does anything
about it." right?
Unfortunately. this old chestnut
remains true, even when people have
some power, in their hands to do
something about it. Just consider
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Vic Vogler is the Copy Editor. Ile sees
Disney movies alone.

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor must hear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Hemel Hall.

Letters to the Editor
Boss acted correctly

A

Styrofoam, which apparently is contributing to the greenhouse effect.
It stands to reason that if we cut
down our use of Styrofoam cups,
etc., then we can slow down the progress of global warming. See what
I’m getting at?
Please, bring your own cups to the
coffeeshops on campus. That old.
chipped, china cup you’ve been
leaving at home can hold eight

ounces of coffee on campus, as well
as. if not better than a Styrofoam
cup.
With a little effort, we can cut
hack on waste, set a good example
and make our future better. The
power is in your hands . . . every
morning.
Steve Mixon
Graduate student
Education
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Surgery frees student from seizures

Note-worthy

Hy Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Sometimes ss hue sitting in class
or talking to friends last year, Donna
Stuedeman would suddenly become
- Donna Stuedeman,
very still and stare off into space.
Her eyes were blank When people
SJSU student
spoke to her, she didn’t respond.
stare and become totally unresponShe had gone away
ewhere, to part of the ham that could be identi
sive. Stuedeman said that someone
a place without memories and with- lied and removed.
Epilepsy is a form of brain dam- who sees this happen to a person
out thought. She still has no idea
what went through her mind during age win h has no known cure, should simply talk gently to the epithese times.
according to Robert Latta. associate leptic until he or she resumes conShe remembers only the confused directoi of student health set
at sciousness.
A grand trial seizure, on the other
and sometimes frightened express- SJSU.
ions on the faces of the people
’By definition, epilepsy means hand. may he violent. The person
will
generally fall over and go into
around her when she returned to con- that you haYe seizures for which you
sciousness.
don’t know the cause.’’ lana said. convulsions
When this happens, bystanders
Stuedeman. a senior majoring in ’It’s such a commonly used term
business administration, used to that people often associate it with should remove all objects on which
ha,e a seinire disorder similar to ep- seizure disorder But it’s not the the epileptic could injure him or herself. Something soft should be
ilepsy’. She suffered petit mal sei- same thing.
Stuedeman, who was awarded the placed under the person’s head and
zures, lasting from 10 seconds to
two minutes.
Outstanding
Ihsabled
Student emergency personnel should be
In July of 1987, she underwent Award last spring by the Disabled alerted if the convulsions seem sebrain surgery and her disorder was Student Services program, said the rious, Stuedeman said.
Latta said a seizure involves the
most difficult thing a person with epcured.
erratic firing of brain cells.
"The doctors were able to locate ilepsy’ has to face is ignorance.
"It’s like a huge short circuit in
"People in general don’t know
the exact problem in my brain."
Stuedeman said. "They went on to what epilepsy really is and, as a re- the entire brain, with everything firfind out that I didn’t need that por- sult, they don’t know how to react,’’ ing at once,- he said.
Seizures may occur more fretion of the brain
I can live with- she said. "It’s scary at first to see
out it.’’
somebody who’s different, but if quently when a person is tired or
The surgery has apparently had no people just stopped and found out under stress.
Stuedeman said she had about
side effects.
what it was and how to handle it, an
’I’ve lost nothing. except the sei- epileptic’s life would he a lot eas- four or five seizures a month in high
school.
In college she began to have
zures,’’ she said.
ier.’’
Stuedeman was one of the lucky
During a petit mal seizure, a per- them every day.
Epileptics sometimes have to refew whose disorder was located in a son will typically assume a blank

’I didn’t need that portion of the brain - I
can live without it.’

Doug Duran - Daily staff photographer
George Rios, a music major, practices classical works on the
acoustical guitar in the ate rnoirn shade of "roNer

Estranged husband kills
judge in court chambers
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. (AP/ A judge begged for help over a
courthouse intercom moments before her estranged husband, an offduty police officer, fatally shot her
in her chambers, authorities said.
District Judge Carol S. Irons. 40,
was shot in the throat at least once
Wednesday and stumbled into a hall het, her husband. Claren,
Ran it t . Si, followed her and fired at
least two more shots, police said.
She was pronounced dead in a jury
room minutes later.
’Judge Irons came out of her
chambers bent over with her hands
reaching for her throat. asking ...
’Please, help nie’" Police Chief
William Hegaii s Atli at a news con-

ference.
Ratliff, a 21 -year police department veteran, briefly exchanged
gunfire in a corridor with officers
who answered Irons’ pleas, and then
barricaded himself in her chambers.
He surrendered within minutes
and was arrested at the courthouse,
the site of the couple’s marriage four
sal
io Ratliff was held in
clix ad Ibursday pending the 101142
of formal charges.
The police chief said Ratliff had
no history of mental problems and
there was no reason to believe Irons
feared him. Ratliff, who was on
night patrol duty, was in cis than
clothes when he entered the chambers at midday.

Six mountain lions confiscated during drug bust
selied more thau $3.5
FORT MYERS. Ha, AliSix
UI iii
mountain lions guarding a suspected hoots and homes III connection w ith
drug traffickers’ home were among the case.
The mountain lion attack came as
the property seized during a series of
raids that led to 33 arrests on mari- three U.S. Customs Service agents
juana smuggling charges, authorities in disguise accompanied three state
said.
wildlife officers to Warren and
One state official had to fend off I.inda Stewart’s home, which was
150
-pound
from
attack
an
one of the
surrounded by an declined 8 -foot
cats during the raids, which culmi- knee.
nated a two-year federal probe of al’Fite officers arrived on the pre
it
leged Gulf Coast marijuana smugthe si, w..sfern
gling opdatioos
The 33 suspects arrested, includ- peonit, tin them
ing many commerical fishermen.
But when a wildlife officer went
were among 89 people indicted into a bedroom a cat pounced.
Wednesday by a federal grand jury
’All he saw were eyes and
on a charge of conspiracy to import teeth:. said 1 t. Jim Huffstodt of the
at least 300.000 pounds of marijuana state Game and Fresh Water Fish
into Florida. Most were still at large Commission.
A bulletproof ,est protected him
today.
Authorities in southwest Florida from the cougar’s claws, Huffstodt

TODAY
Reed ’Magazine: Send submissions
for fiction. poen \ and art to Faculty
Offices Room 102 For information
call 286-8153.
Ski Club: Alpine Meadows ski trip
on sale in front of the Student Union,
a. in -noon. For information call
288-9880
Campus Ministry Center: Tai/e
"Prayer Around the Cross." 7:30
p.m., 300 South 10th St. For infor
mation call 298-0204.
Career Planning and Placement:
Co-op orientation, 1:30 p. iii., S. U.
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-6033.
A.S. Homecoming: Pep rally, 6:30
p.m., S V. Amphitheatre. Frank Joseph concert/dance, 9 p.m., S.U.
Amphitheatre. For information call
924 n".1(
Tennis Club: Weekly lessons,
piii . South Campus Tennis Courts
fin inlotinalion call 291 :".4S

Ohana of Hawaii: Pizza night, 8
p.m., Sunnyvale Roundtable between Wolfe Road and Old San
Francisco Road. For information call
274-2755.
Philosophy Department: Colloquium. 3:45 p.m.. Faculty Office
Budding Room 104. For information
call 924-4482.
Women’s Resource Center: Women’s Week planning meeting. noon.
Women’s Resource Center. Administration Building Room 223. For in
formation call 924-6500.
Allen Hall: Pre -Halloween costume
dance. 9 p.m., Allen Hall For information call 924.6193

SATURDAY
!fillet Jew ish Student Association:
"Vv’iti! Lose! or Drawl.’ 8:30 p.m.
12296 Via Imcole, Saratoga. For in
formation call 294-8311.
Marketing Club: Meeting, 3:30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room. For in
formation call 733-1936
Track Club: Workout and meeting.
2 to p in . South Campus Offices.
Vie information call 779-3925 or
971 8764
I .utheran
Campus
Ministry:
III)’ ru . Campus Ministry
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HOMECOMING SPECIAL
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Thousands of cat thefts plague England
1 0NDON I API
Suspicious creasing numbers ot hunter, are
sans stacked with cages, 800 paws seeking cat pelts for toys, fur coats
found on a rubbish dump and thou- and even hood.
sands of missing felines point to cat"In many parts of the country, cat
napping on a massive scale in Eng- theft has become an organized crime
on a massive scale," said Joan
land and Wales. a pet charity says.
The National Petwatch group in a Warne, national coordinator of the
warned
owners
to
charity which monitors the loss and
report Wednesday
.
keep cats indoors at night, saying in- theft of family peLs..

ALEX J. BAUMER, D.M.D.

information call 779-3925 or 971
8764.
Campus Democrats: Information
booth. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.. Siudeiii
Union. For infiirmation call9s4
5309.
SJSC/Staff for Individuals: G,u\
and I .esbian Ain arctic, Week Panel
Out of the Closet. noon. S.0 Alma
nation Lall I ’
den Room I
1576.

GENERAL DENTISTRY
ORTHODONTICS COSMETIC BONDING
San Jose, CA 95119
Santa Teresa Medical Building
(408) 226-0424
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 700
examination. Exp 11/30/88)
oral exam with a new patient
(Coupon good on.......
......

GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY

LIve And Work In Japan
International Education Services
invites applications for a one
year assignment in Japan to teach
technical & conversational English
tu Japanese business people from
major corporations / government
ministries. Degree required.
Experience in TESOL, Advertising,
Education, Publishing, Real Estate,
Pharmaceuticals, Securities /
Finance, Business Management,
Marketing, Engineering,
Electronics, or the Travel Industry
preferred. Please send resume and
photo to ES, Shin Taiso Buiding,
10-7 Dogenzaka 2-Chome,
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo (150)

Resume
Copies

Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
pizzas. Plus you can keep
using the coupon until
each size pizza is bought!
0
o
1:1

’411111111111112

Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza $8.00
X -large 2 item pizza $9.00

GOOD FOR
TAKE OUT
ORDERS
ONLY

OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 20, 1988
SALES TAX NOT INCLUDED
L

ti/CE ’,AN CARLOS ON THE CORNER OF 4th ST (408)292-2840

YOUR DOWNTOWN COMPUTER
SOURCE.
SPECIALS

Get sharp looking copies, top
quality paper, and Matching
envelopes at Kinko’s, the copy
Center

STAFF

Amos
David I orlon Mi hnel
theol I ober I iamb Nth/ 14 !VIVO lent,,

MONDAY
%.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. S.U.
Pacheco Room. For information call
292-3 I 97.
Track Club: Meeting and ssunrkout,
3 p.m., South Campus ( /tikes Fug

1

SUNDAY

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)

Colatinn 1101011
Fdllow to chief
.101 I Icier
door
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lor
Adverll*Inq
11i010. White
News I (Mtn
Kars Mvers
Assistant News 1,1,,,,,
VII VIP1411’,
Copy I Whir
MO., I rwts
r0,11111I d
lion,, Nylon
Polthcal I Alto,
I toil Whitman
10,1,,,. Id
I our I alias
Sports I don
too Akan
E ntertainment I dion
Kendra I th
Photo I don
I nog /Ohio’s
hire Photoraoliet
Hob Romig.,
Retail Adveriming Mao,
boomtown Retail Advernionti Manager
Venn Owner
Hob timer
Ari Dion on
I tan I A"
Assistant Art Ilion or
National Ache/ono M11,P.W.,
/ebtwah ( n-oss
Kim Vanholp
( cropMonro.,
I e4lie 1 Mb
Mt111,4,
.4p. Isl
KIM 15’,,,,
111,111111101
Port",

Center. 300 South 10th St. For information call 298-0204.
Catholic Newman Community:
Mass. 6:30 p.m.. and 8 p.m.. Campus Ministry Center, 31)0 South 10th
St. For information call 298-0204.
International Center:
Pancake
breakfast. 9:30 a.m.. International
(’enter. For information call 2794575.

cused in multiple indictments.
Charges include taking part in a
continuing
criminal
enterprise.
smuggling, conspiracy to smuggle
marijuana, possession with intent to
distribute and conspiracy to possess.
If convicted, the 89 people indicted face a mandatory minimum of
10 yea], Ill prison, said Assistant
U.S. Alit
Doug Frazier.

said. The cats were taken to a panther expert for safekeeping.
The Stewart, were among those
accused of taking part in 10 failed
seagoing ventures aimed at bringing
300.000 pounds of marijuana, which
had an estimated street value of 5147
million, said U.S. Attorney Robert
Genzman.
Several of those arrested were ac-

r $20.00 OFF on New Patient Exam

SpartaGuide
Sparta ;nide is a daily calendar
hut S.1.V ’ student, faculty and staff’
organizations. Items may be submitted on
ins in the Daily office.
Dwight Bernet Ilan Room 208, hut
In
41, opted mIt., the phone.
will 1101
Deadline 1,1 tin 01, it am .% Publica-

strict their lifestyles hevause of ilic
disease.
Stuedernan said she had to stop
riding her bicycle, because a seizure
would cause her to tall She couldn’t
swim unless someone was nearby to
protect her from drowning Fpilep
tics are not allowed to drive.
Stucdeman recently received her
driver’s license after going nine
months without a seizure. She had ii
get a note from her doctor and g.
through an interview with the De
partment of Motor Vehicles. Shc
likes to dnve.
"It’s a great feeling of indepen
dence." she said.
Growing up with the disorder was
difficult, Stuedeman said. Her
schoolmates usually didn’t under
stand epilepsy and were sometimes
frightened by her seizures.
Stuedeman tried to ignore the
problem and avoided questions
about it whenever possible.
"It’s embarrassing." Stuedeman
said. "People sort of tried to ignoie
me and ignore it."
Stuedeman advises other epilep
tics to face their disorder.
"Know that you’re special," she
said. "Be honest with people. I
learned that when I finally told peo
pie about it, they became better peo
ple for it. Sometime in their lives
they’re bound to run into another situation with an epileptic and maybe
by telling them what to do they’ll
know how to handle it."

kinkom

the copy center
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
2 9 5-4 3 3 6
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
2 9 5-5 5 1 1

INTF:RNATIONAI. STUDENT
AIRFARES
DOMESTIC AIRFARES
LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
WORK ABROAD PROGRAMS
from:

RI
439
Amsterdam
448
Frankfurt
438
London
659
Paris
539
Tokyo
579
Hong Kong
768
Sydney
370
City
Guatemala
.370
Caracas
858
Rio
EURAII. PASSES
HOSTEL CARDS
STUDENT 1,0,5
Booed on the spot

[1 Disk Holders
fl Mouse Pads
3.5 Floppy Disk (Sony)
[15.25 Floppy Disk (JVC)
[I Box of Computer Paper
5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS

$5.99
$5 9 9
$ 1 9.99
$19 99
$12.50

m.rtri St
OVA

I N

, 4161 421.3473 114151 847141604

i
V.
,V.

SJSU

i

CDMOUTEP UJC In

COMPUTER WERX
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

DOW% TOWN I RIR

SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT

95 S. MARKET
CALL:297-WERX
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for those who
- are unique
1.000 sq. feet
of surprises
Gary of Agolos Colon Antigun
1630W. Soo Culls 140W. MaIn
Los Gatos
354-3484

San Jose
286-5897

Th

drAZ
’

ULTIM E Halloween - Masquerade
Party
"A Wild Costume Extravaganza"

SUK., OCT. 30
MOIL, OCT. 31
8100 CAM and Mal for best Goshen,* on Mond&
end Limo Ride on Sunday
TiWW MOIRCLUI INCAABtLL
& ihionain in Ow
Pie inniwieshin
1d Vs,

*sr
tiN V6(
VZ5vwee$$
$$$ SAVE $$$

10% to 40% Off EVERYDAY
On All Your Halloween Supplies!

DECORATIONS
PLATES AND NAPKINS
MAKEUP AND ACCESSORIES
COSTUMES AND MASKS

Ga

PINATAS
HALLOWEEN FAVORS
BALLOONS
CARDS AND INVITATIONS

MASKS
uggoBEARDg
@oo-Tenzgg
f 4*

t4

arOfiggeXar

Canii 3

/<-4, T.91.1’N9

or

How."

160 E. El CamiNo Real
Mth. View, Co, 91-01-0

(115) %5-9-I16

PARTY FOR LESS

Betweexi ilwm
10580 S.De Anza Blvd., Cupertino
(behind Coco’s)
(408)725-8334

2042 El Camino Real. Santa Clara
(Mervyn’s Plaza)
(408)248-8096

(4\t,

4

Spooked by high
rental prices?
WE HAVE
THE ANSWER!

CLUB
BAN JOSE

Presents...

Costumes & Masks

The Halloween
Masquerade Party!
SATURDAY OCT. 29
with HOT 99.7

Pa"-

For adults & children. All your favorite styles
Great, Gory, Gruesome selections
No "plastic" costumes

Makeup & Wigs
Dozens of styles from our professional collection

ipr0

And more!
Accessories to complete your look!
Jewelry, feathers, gloves, fishnet hosiery!

FIRST PRIZE: FOR THE BEST
DISGUISE IS

$100,00
MONDAY OCT 31

NOW TWO STORES!
THE MAGIC TOUCH...
Milpitas
144 N. Milpitas Blvd

THE PARTY CONTINUES...
COSTUME CONTEST
$100.00 FOR THE BEST COSTUME

263-9404
374-6030

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES

DON’T FORGET

SUNDAYS: Jello Wrestling

Children$1200 - $2700
Adults. . $1500 $4500

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL:
4 giant screens 500 Draft Beer
500 Burgers & Hot Dogs
WEDNESDAY: Single; Club
$10 round trip limo ride
from your home

SHARKS CLUB SAN JOSE
1015 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE, CA
247-9600

Also available ACCESSORIES
PARTY SUPPLIES NINJA COSTUMES

V.I.P.
MEMBERSHIP

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

WHY RENT
WHEN YOU
CAN BUY
FOR LESS!

San Jose
722 El Paseo Shopping Ctr.

(PLUS A SPECIAL DOOR PRIZE)
A TRIP FOR 2 TO DISNEYLAND

CARD
This card entitles the bearer to
NO COVER CHARGE and
2 for 1 drinks 7 days a week.
NAME.
(exp 11/20/88)

HOU
OF ION

WHERE THE FUN BEGINS!
1512 Saratoga

-111.,44N

Sunnyvao Ra So, Jose

4)&446 I75

(i

yil-ratio. October 21, 1988
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BRITANNIA ARMS

Are your Halloween plans still Foggy?
We can help.
DRY ICE
SaAjoie

British Pub & Restaurant
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI.
& SAT. 9 PM to CLOSE
Our dinners include fish 8. chips home-made meat
4
pies. bangoes. mash and hamburgers We also oiler

fI

daily specials and soups & salads

DARTS
12 DRAFT BEERS
SATELLITE GIANT
90 BEERS FROM
SCREEN TV, SUN & MON.
AROUND THE
NIGHT FOOTBALL
WORLD
EVERY TUES. NIGHT, SOCCER FROM EUROPE
AT 9PM ON OUR 10 SCREEN

Fri. 21st
Sat. 22nd
Mon. 24th

PARTY ICE
1111114i,BLOCK ICE

011

David Nowlin - 50’s, 60’s & 70’s Music
Schannichie - Irish Folk Music. Just back from their Irish tour.
Monday Night Football - Watch the 49’ers on our 10 ft. Screen

IC

699 The Alameda
San Jose, CA 95126

(408)947-7784

$100.00 GRAND PRIZE!
OWK.
2

HALLOWEEN PARTY

PARTY

Mon. Oct. 31st, after the Game, listen to J.C. & the Twisters.
$100 Prize for the Best Costume
5027 Almaden Expwy. (Between Branham & Blossom Hill)
266-0550

lor

BEST COSTUME-$100
BEST MAKEUP- $100
BEST COUPLE- $100
Door prizes awarded
every half-hour

e.>v,ck
Saturday

October 29, 1988
8:30 to Midnight

till 0

Dress up in your tanc’es!!
Live up your dreams!!

re.

ff

rota moo

820 S. Winchester Blvd., S.1.
between Moorepark &Williams
(408) 243-7561

Win $1 00.00!!

Rck ’n Roll Madness
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT - FRI. 10/28
Costume Contest. 01’s
Face Paint
Costume Accessories
Drawings
and Supplies
Paranoia. s. ..a.)

286-9839

The Gift Store That’s Ahead of its Time!
Open:
10-10 M -IF

IfITILLOWeen

11-8 Sunday
453 Meridian Ave. San lose. CA

eXTRAVgGAIIZff
Oct. 28

IN11111MIMMIN

Columbia Record Showcase presents,
U -Man Touch
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies
Oct. 29
Live Band - C.P. Love
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies
Oct. 30
Comedy Night - Featuring Warren Thomas
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies

MEM

BRING THIS COUPON IN
and get...

ONE

FREE 1-7’*ft,,,,
ADMISSION

Oct. 3i
lialloween Party - Costume Coptitst
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies

to the...

Onl with SJSU ID.

ALSO THIS WEEK
10/23 Comedy Night - Featuring otsp
Warren Thomas
10/24 Monday Night Football
Beer $1.00 - Well Drinks $1.50
10/25 Thunder & Lightning, featuring
Danny Hull & Clifford Coulter
10/26 Live Music - Featuring Cruisetones
10/27 Ladies Night
2 for 1 Strawberry Margaritas

40

NO

COVER WITH STUDENT
OCT. 28 - 31

1777

S.

(next

1

Bascom

ID

I ANY FRIDAY OR SATURDAY IN OCTOBER

I

Don’t forget!

MODERN TIMES
WEDNESDAYS
AND
MOD MIX
ITHURSDAYS
I
I

GET WET!
GET FED!

Weds. 4-7
Thurs.4-7
Fri. Noon-7

Ave.

to Fong Linn’s)
37 1 -4202

200 NORTH FIRST ST

SAN JOSE 292-2212

I

Frithn. October 21, 19$8/Spartan Daily
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Spartans focused on Homecoming matchup with Aggies
li, Sean Mukaster
twv stall wnter
I he temptation might he to look
past Sattilda’s Homecoming game
ith 11,111 State to nest week’s
show di w yr w ith Fresno State
Its alss ass a temptation to think
about Fresno." SJSU Head Coach
Claude Gilbert said "but it’s up to
its lot sonic discipline to supress
that It we can’t beat Utah, there’s
no sense in woos mg about Fresno.
Vs intich as Gilbert would like to
ignore treacherous held conditions
arid rout I ’tali. the Aggies has c been
Ii nigh the past two years.
the Spartans trailed the .Aggies
’s 1 I at halftime in their 1986

game, hut stormed back for a 38-28
win Last season in Logan. Utah.
SJSC rallied for a 21-14 win
Add to that I.’ tah State’s 51 -lo humiliation at Fresno State last week
and Saturday ’s game represents the
entire season or the Aggies. 2-4
overall and 2 I in the Big West.
’One of the difficulties preparing
each week is that we have to dramatically sw itch Irom one style to another,’ Gilbert said. "One week it’s
the wishbone and then this week,
we’ll probably see 90 percent passing. We’ll do a quick costume
change. Sometimes it takes a while
to readjust your thinking
Utah State is led by senior quar-

terback Brent Snyder (1)) touchdown
passes
and
11
interceptions).
Snyder. w ho has completed nearly
54 percent of his passes. throws
often and on any down
Snyder is the Aggies’ career
leader w ith 267 passing )ards per
game. In just 17 games as a starter.
he ranks third in career yardage
14538) behind Uric Hippie (6073)
and Tony Adams t,2 761.
Wide receivers Kendal Smith.
who attended Mountain View High
School. and Patrick Newman are
Snyder’s primary targets (’ombined. Smith 134 receptions and 609
yards) and Newman 00 receptions,
446 yards 1 account tOr user half of
the Aggies’ passing game

Club seeks university recognition

Greg Walton Daily staff photographer
Spartan Nlike Lee sw inis toward the Slugs’ goal during a match against IC -Santa Cruz

Successful water polo club feels its coach deserves school funding
It, Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
The NISt \idler polo club In,
’Hosed Its record to 12-2 with a ic
tot!, NA ednesday over I V Santa
(
But club member \like Lee said
the team is not plai me lust for tun.
We ale rI,i ire schools that are
resoginied by the NCAA." Lee
said 1 Mr people me serious about
play ing %sitter polo and we Nan( to
hi’fe,:our/ed by the umsersit) as a
team spoil
In addition to the 12-2 record, the
team placed first in the Cal Maritime
tournament.
1 ois in the tournament. the Spartans defeated Laney. College 122-3).
host Cal Maritime 115-51. and CC ()I. In the championship gdine. ’S.M. held off UC-Davis
a
in and the championship
nopii%

ChM member Craig kimil scored
g,fdl - during the loinnament
is bile Lee ...hipped in u. it’ sewn
Rond’s performance earned him the
tournament’s most valuable player
ass aid
Rut despite the team’s success.
the sport remains unrecogivied by
the universits ’s athletic department.
Water polo was last funded by the
department in 1980.
"We haw shown the ability to he
sucsesstul and bring back sonic of
the iespe..t the sport has had over the
y eats.
I cc said
We
feel the%
should Wild a coaCh Mike Monsees
is doing it because he loves the
game ’
Mike Monsees coached water
polo at SJSU from 1971-1976. A
graduate student at SJSU. he has returned to coach the club
The water polo club pays its own
including
tournament
espenses,

entiy tees

The team hopes a stk.
,,et them mimic
iecognition nom ill, athletic depart
ment.
"It isn’t unrealistic as long as we
keep ss
1.ee said.
The coach said he hopes the elimination of other sports nil 1.71-zuils
might make sonic rooni for his team.
"After the four sports were cut
last May, we felt a winning season
this year would give us some leverage." 1 ee said. ast semester the
university cut its us iestling, track and
held, held hockey and cross country
programs
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
was turas ailable to comment on
funding the club.
In the meantime, the club is just
concerned about is
. ssc could su in three
Realist
of our last tout pine, and finish 16
inst
4," 1 cc said " \net that,
let met!, thine else tall into place
,esstill

easoll

International Business
and Economics Program
in Italy

Smith is the A!4.,. -s. career leader
with 2365 yards. 7i IOUChdOiAn receptions and 138 receptions
’What they’re doing Is uclu iii Ott
Snyder and two reiCO.Crs... Gilbert
said. "They dabble with the run, hut
it’s a matter of us being able to pressure and coyer
A loss will eliminate the Aggies
from any realistic chance at the conference title and a Cal timst berth.
Utah coach Chuck Shelton is trying to regroup his team. is Inch gave
up five big plays for 225 yards and
28 points to Fresno State.
The Aggies have averaged just 32
yards rushing per game. Yielding
270 yards per game, their run defense resembles the parting of the
Red Sea.
Snyder also had his worse day for

Utah last week. completing 19 of 45
with 5 interceptions.
"I think San Jose State appears to
he better of tensi s ely than Fresno.
Shelton said. "Defensively, maybe
as good They don’t have any weakness. but they hasen’t replaced what
they had last sear in spots "
The Aggies fill%C a young defense.
With a healthier offensive line. the
Spartans figure to match up well.
"You wonder how good they are
or how bad." MSC offensive CoOrdinator Rick Rasnick said. "I would
put them ahead of UOP and New
Mexico. But how good are we?
’We’re still searching. We heat
UOP and that was more of a relief
than pride. They kind of started the
same way we did playing sonic
really good teams...

Gilbert said it his team was in a
similar predicament. it would be
claw mg and scratching, too.
’Normally , one of two things can
happen when you get whipped that
Gilbert said about the Agsoundly
gies loss to Fresno. "It puts your
back to the wall and you can respond.
’We really labored against them
the last two years,’’ Gilbert said. "If
we can heat them, it’s probably all
over for them. ’
Volt’s: Junior running back Shel
don Canley. who sugered a severe
ankle sprain, has been red-shirted
/or the season. Guard Ara Derdarian is out with a pinched nerve.
Wide receivers Doug Hooker and
James Courtney are both listed as
possible for Saturday.

Get your career
off to a good start.
Right here.
At Westinghouse Hanford Company in Richland, Washington. Are you a Spring/Summer 1989 graduate in Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, or Quality Assurance who’s interested in a high-powered career?
Then come talk to our on -campus representative. (Limited opportunities are also available
for midyear graduates.) We will be conducting interviews at your placement office on:

November 1, 1988
If you can’t attend, please send your resume to: K.W. Greagor, Campus Relations,
WA 9931.-..Westinghouse Hanford Company, P ’) Box 1970, MS H.-16 Ric:1i,
An equal opportunity employer.

Westinghouse
Hanford Company

FRIDAY, OCT. 21
6M@Theatm serves..

In a place called Mystic,
six people are searching for
the perfect romance.

ONOThutres luarantees
this movie win touch your
heart or your money back!!

Come see Mystic Pine on
Oct. 21 after 4 pm and
eujoy FREE PIZZA,
compliments of(ilm-raand
Mountain Mike’s Pizza

This spring spend a semester in Italy while fulfilling your
junior and senior business and economics core requirements
and electives.
Quality business and economics courses taught in English
Fully accredited courses transfer to your own university
Live in Turin, a center of European economic activity
Limited enrollment
For an information packet contact:

PIZZA

nImmumnim

$4.50 OFF

ANY 2 LARGE PIZZAS

Dr. Carmelo Urza
University of Nevada-Reno
Getchell Library
Reno, NV 89557
or call collect (702) 784-6569

Gales tax applied lifers Cum
Net geed with ley ether slier

AIMMIENEINDINEWM1

NOT GOOD ON DELIVERY
EXPIRES OCTOIER 31. use

Spartan Daily/Friday, October 2 I ,
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Bloom County

Spikers slam the Fighting Irish

Berke Breathed

cavsaw Pau* LGla/
ii fls-1ffREY" TS CY
111’ OUSER3 CA1-3Wea1 .5CAP
70WIC AAV AIWR liESIOREr:

Skibblefritz

Michael Sherman
OH... tilki WE NNE
A motto To
60 0lf,2 00Q
NarE57

Larry Strong - Daily stall photographe

Rocky

SJSU outside hitter Mona Sualua powers the hall past two Notre Dame blockers

19115 IS 50 MITA*, MEAN’
LOST UNCAE
F3XJ0

Strong SJSU squad comes from behind to take five-game thriller
By Stan Car!berg

WITH tor Low

"They (Notre Dame) came out
Daily staff writer
smoking," he said. "We weren’t
The SJSU volleyball team killed ready for them to come after us as
Notre Dame University’s six -game aggressively as they did. I think that
winning streak and started one of its we were shocked at the strength of
own.
their game."
The squad defeated the Fighting
The Irish streak climaxed after a
Irish 11 -15.9-IS. 15-12, 15-14 and dramatic win over the University of
15- l() Wednesday night at the Spar- the Pacific Tuesday night. Based on
tan Gym.
that victory. Corlett said she thought
"Everyone played well for us," Notre Dame was still in winning
SJSU assistant coach Denise Corlett form.
said. "It was a good team effort."
"They were tough," Corlett said,
Down 2-0 going into the third referring to the Spartan match.
game of the match, the Spartans "And they didn’t give up. I think
showed signs of their old familiar that’s what kept us going."
form, winning the next three games.
Junior outside hitter Laura Boone
"We weren’t ready to play at the led the Spartans with 16 kills, while
beginning." Corlett said. "But after teammate Kim Hicks had eight
the two losses, we came out and put blocks and 14 kills of her own.
a little fight into it. We got together
Corlett said the fourth and fifth
and decided we wanted to do it."
games were the toughest.
Head Coach Dick Montgomery
"It was a dog fight." she said.
agreed.
"Even when we got going and took

them out of their rhythm, they still
wouldn’t quit. It was a tough one.’’
"It could have gone either way,"
Montgomery said. "But fortunately
for us. we had the ability to win the
long rallies. That was the key."
Two of the obstacles the Spartans
had to overcome were Notre Dame
freshman setter Julie Bremner and
Mary Kay Weller. Bremner was
voted high school player of the year
last year. while Weller played on the
United States National "B" Team.
"They are two of the top athletes
in the game," Montgomery said.
"Their contributions really make
(Notre Dame) a strong offensive
team. "
After two consecutive wins, the
Spartans are regaining the form that
brought them 11 -straight victories at
the start of the season.
"We aren’t back to our old
form," he said. "But we’re definitely making progress in getting
back in the groove."
The Spartans play Cal State Fullerton tonight at 7:30 in the Spartan
Chaikin refused to detail his expe- Gym.
riences with drugs, uneasily telling
reporters, "It’s in the article."’
Instead, he focused on his motivation for going public. stressing his
On October 20 the Spartan
desire to help other athletes and deDaily incorrectly reported that
nying he wanted to damage the
Jim Francis’ brother on the San
Gamecock football program.
Francisco 49ers was named Russ.
"The point of the article is not to
Francis’ brother is Phil Francis.
do that at all." Chaikin insisted.

Player reveals steroid use
WASHINGTON (AP)
Former
University of South Carolina football player Tommy Chaikin first
started writing in his personal journal about how steroids pushed him to
the brink of suicide "as a catharsis."
Later. he decided to publicly share
his chilling experiences to help other
young athletes avoid the same experience.

Correction

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
l’rn A GRADUATE student in PHOTO
doing documentary protect on
S East Asians in San Jose interested in taking part cell 270-6348
NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
hove plans with quality coverage

at aliordable prices Cell Mark Ellice, (408)943-9190 for no oblige.
Bon quote
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR, Register your resume now
wtth the proteselonal career pro-

Northern California Nannies. 1/5
Ssn Antonio Rd , Los Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. (415) 9492933
COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
staff
needed et local residential facilities tor young adults & adolescents with autism & related data
bililles Full time & part time
positions availed* Starling $6$6 25 hr Cell 444-3953
DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Your student govern
ment
is
currently
accepting

gram. Call (4061 243-4070 for de-

applications for two
S Board
positions
Director Of Student
RIghtallesponsiblIttles. end Director of Community Affairs
Also, positions are available on
over 40 committees Including
Public Relations, SUBOD. Judi.

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
e nd money too For information
and brochure see A S office or

call (408)371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
’80 DODGE OMNI. 024. 4-spd
offer Call Bob 287-9548

clary, Graduate Studies & Childcare Call A S Personnel today at
924-6240

Mak
days.

629-6161 evenings

DRIVERS & RECEPTIONISTS., Good
pay, great part tirne lobs for col-

COMPUTERS
MAC PI US, IMAGEWRITER, R001
ME2OHD, radius fpd. & software.
03.000 (wk)2968101 1.13,0

FOR SALE
SKIS DYNASTAR COURSE Si 19500,
M40 bind. $125 BIKE 12 -spd
w sunlour $215. Surfboard 6’0’

lege students Call Tele-Welters at
280-1900
EMPLOYMENT

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, international businesses
end investors soda foreign nePortals with first hand knowledge
Of sconomk, busindm, scientific.

thruster $85 Call 296-8153

end political Conditions In home
country lor consulting assistance For information send re
sum. to BC S international. 700 St

HELP WANTED
AMERICA S HEADLINE NEWS Contaminated Drinking Water PuriticatIon eyetems needed by all
Ground floor opportunity Cell
KIM at (415)485-3489
APPOINTMENT SETTING, part time
Flexible
hours.
006410,4
$200 witty or more based on eales
performence Focellent working
conditions, good communkatlo
skills must Cell 290-0454
ARE

OPPORTUNITIES

Apply at MARIE CALLENDER’s.
2831 Meridian Ave

Marys Place. Sults 1400. San Antonio ..... 78205 or call (NO)
828.2824 extension 858
IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED $611.
Make up to $11 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone Porn our San Jose dace Mon -Fri 5 30-9 00 PM Sal 9IPM Call Duncan at 984-0402
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL
& year
round positions eventide now
Salary Lifeguards $5 50-98 40 hr

BORED with studying’"?
tab on Me side might
Maybe
help PIZZA AGO GO le accepting
WE

Pool Managers
Call 942.2470

47 00-96 60 hr

applications for Pt cooks. counter -help & drivers Must be fun &
responsible Drivers must be IS.
own Cl,. Insurance. clean DMV

MORNING JOB, Work part time as
aide for disabled person. 98 50 hr
WILL TRAIN call 356-2716

$7 to $4 hr Apply 1 135 W Sand
Clare St

&SNEED CASH, $500 31.000 stuffing
envelopes, GUARANTEED, Rush

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on groveyd shirt
and weekend shit, (26-40 hr work

stamped addressed envelope to
Mell-Co ’ Box 002676 50 Port -

week) Ravin. 1-3 yr* mach or
essembly eop or @quilt Id in
the Setences or computer prog
Must bee US cillzen We offer
Cell
rehab
education
100%

PART TIME work in the new PAVILION Sales home decor Flexible

415 493-1800, x445. VARIAN
BOTANICAL

MAINTENANCE

(Plant

116.0 Or 97202

hours call Marie at
STUDENTS WANTED

Pereon) Immediate opening, contect Student Union Director’. DI -

CHIC MARE POSITIONS AVAIL ABt E.
95 to 98 hr PT FT positions

993-1133

PY SAI ES MKTG Ass! Pass out
samples of chocolete chip cookies, I aunching promo on Oct
21st Seek outgoing. Independent
people with good Interpersonal
Palls Must have own transport
Cell AC C (415)3374150
P

SALES MKTG ASST Chmiter Oats

All furnished except yr room
Fein, nonsmkr. no pets $380

people Great tor mktg sales mews Must have own transport
Call Angle. A C C . (415) 337-

ult. Willow Glen, 444-5029. SUE

6150
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and part time p0.1 lions. all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon -Fr.
8 AM.SPN. 260 Meridian Ave . San

408-976-2002
THE SOUTH BAY
BULL ETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fast end easy
way to meet quality people for romance or friendship Social and

messages left by others You
don’t have to do It alone Someone special is welting to
you

Jose
SECURITY RECEPTION. $6-57 hr No
experience necessary, full part
time We are looking for outgoing.

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

call Father Rob I. Net or Sister

placement Apply between BarnSpry, Mon-Fri el VANGUARD. 3212
Scott Blvd . Santa Clare (between
Son Tomas & 010011)
SERVICE KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Flexible hours to fit
with your school schedule. will
train if interested, please call
Karen al CATERING BY COAST.
(408)730-0500
TELEMARKETING., Appointment set
Ong Part time. $700 WK POSSI
BI F. DAN N. CASH Walking 415’
lance from campus Afternoon
evening

shifts evellable Good
personality Call RICH at

999-4526
TELEMARKETING, GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently hes 5 daytime & 300.0109 fundraising po-

ELECTROLYSIS,

Professional

tery consuletIon by appointment
Cell 2913-0931.

Jose

Join WSFCU

Your student Credfl
Union -benefits include Tultion
Books -Computer Loans Compatithe Savings Rates
Free
Check WrIling Cashing
’Menu

EXAM Fit ES Inn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems w
the professors own detailed tolu
lions Avalleble for 8 Engineering

fecturer’

Hanover GSL’S
Member Privileges

courses. FIT. Calculus. General
end Organic Chemistry, Physics.
& more 20 different books mall able el Spartan Rim (downstsirs)
Roberts Bookstore

LOOKING FOR THE Pert. Room or
Roommate, Professional Screening. G.rgia Haviland 926-2659

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening It 10 00 PM al
Campus Christian Center. 10th 8

PROTESSIONAl DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree MIchel. formerly of KSJS

San Carlos For more Information
about activitPs, call Rev Norb
I-Imhof». at 296-0204

You’ve got the party. we ve got
the music, Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance

TUTOR AVAILABLE" Math. Algebra
trig. S geometry I have BSIE

give us dal at 2168-61132 FOE

One
Two
Day
Days
54 80
I(tines 5.)
.11 ines 54 141
$5 70
S I ales
$5 70 $660
6 mes $6 55 57 SO
I ach Additional Line Add S

Three
Days
$525
56 15
$700

$790
40

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$8 10

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
$7 50
$840

I ines 550 00 10-14 1 !nog $7000
15 Plus lines $90 00

WNTD

2

bedrooms

@veiled* to Cypress Perim Apt 2
both, wash drypartialy furnehd
Avail Nov I. rent 11250 ma Easy
pars Irrg. plush lofting Cell Ken at

few adventurous Americans on
Its under 30" lours of Australia 8
New Zealand Whitewater rafting,
sailing, dive the great barrier reel.

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transciption Experienced thesis

Travel end party with the worlds
41.01.61 people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
back, its summer there during our
winter brelk so call AUSTRAI IA NEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER
TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Contiki specials Also
evollable. Europe nest summer
Great Trips. Super prices,

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURAC Y.

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACCOUNTABILITY.

AC K NOWL

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appt Chrystal at 923-8461
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers, theses. resumes. letters
No charge minor editing Rates by
page. hour or lob Former legal
secrelary Write Type-972-9430
AMY FOR
The Perfect Paper’
ow Price’
pick up and dells,
ery avellable Cali (408) 266-2681
(1A1A-9PM
ANN s
WORD
PROCESSING.,
Theses, Reports. I otters No time
to type your paper, Call MARY
ANN at ANN 5, 241-5490.S..

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
rates Trot disk storage Free
pickup end delivery Cell 2708936

$1 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.

AAA

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

AS-

SURED

Professional Word Pro.
Thesis,
doming
papers.
rePublishing
mimes
Desktop
cal:001141. Serving Evergreen.

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Laser printer, cassette transcription Theses, term pepers, group
protects, resumes. etc All tor.
mats Including APA All work

and South San Jose Minutes
from SJSU Cali Maureen (408)
227-9419. 9arn to Liprn
ASH. When ovewheirned by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND lEAVE
THE TYPING to ine Graduate and

guaranteed

Quick return Almaden Branham arse Phone MO
4504
EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Paws, Research Pro.cts. and
Resumes Help with grammar,
punctuation, sentence structure
on requev (APA. Turablen. etc)

undergrad Resumes, term pa’
pers, theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT roles for undergrads

Former English mai. wIth 16 yrs
xperl.ce
Willow
Glen area
Phone Mrs Morton et 266.9448

Available day, eves, weekends by
appt Call Anna 11 9724992
A At

SECRETARY with computer
Close lo school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my spec’.
silty Call Pam .1 (808) 225-5025 or
008)225-9009

A RE AUTIFUI

ENTERPRISE

WORD

PROCESSING

Thesis specialists Also term papers. menuscrIpts. .reenplays,
resumes, repetitive letters. Iranscription Free SPFL CHEK. copy

PAPER EVERY TIME.

will disc storage Quick turnaround Santo Clare Cell 2465825

Professional
word-processing
services with student discounts

you,

word
acedernicausIness.legal
processing needs Term papers,
reports
rm....hers group
proiects.rnanuals.theses, etc I titer quality. All lormais plus APA
Free disk storage. SPELCHEK
punctuation.grarnmor
eeMstance All work guaranteed For
Mat prolessionalpuick & dependeble worry-frea service at Ns best.
call PAM 01 247.2081 (Santa Clare)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT 5 FACULTY RATES,
GO WITH THE BEST. Take advantage
of our expertise Top secretanal
service for all your WORD processing needs Graphics, letters,
reports manuscripts, resumes
Editing.
term papers. theses
grammar & spell checking All
work done on PS Laser Printer
or printing from your disk

Both

IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount’ Cali Printy
WORDWORKS at 253 -WORD
253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE

MAGIC

Word

processing, editing, reseerch, re
stones, On-line switching bush graphics. quick reference 1 ibrar
Ian wig., MIS Call (408)732-7192
PAGEWISE

Clare

EDGEABLE in typing that s tops
Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thanks

(leave message) Avenel:tie 7 days
week
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for

WORD

PROCESSING

AND EDITING Have MA in English S yrs sop and haunting ob.
.sslon with doing It right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students, faculty, writers, business protis Ferid with ESL writ
ers Edit reverlte too Gal ApeWise, (408)732-4645
AAAAAA HUH) I m back again’ This
year. call
typist who is expert.
formed in At I formats including
APA(NURSING DEPT I for LI
your typing new. I THESES)
Call Linda The Write Type 723
1714, San Jose IIAM 10PM Moe
Sat p-u del twice daily
WORD

"PROCESSING
papers
sum.., manuscripts form letters
Experienced professional Free
SPELLING CHECK disk storage
Call 996-8821

PROCESSING --TOP
WORD
NOTCH, Student manuscript dis
Former
counts
Editing avail
tech editor won OS in English
12 years prot

word processing

includes spoil punc disk
eloper
stor ttr quality output
Wit I OW
GL EN Pelricia (4081298 5688

Eme4.

Print Name
Phone

Address

Phone 924-3277
Gay ti Stale

Near campus Call CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA at 2944113 FOE

HOUSING

280 680 To ensure or paper’s
completion on schedule reserve
yr lime early PJ-923-2309

olden formats Octal guar (25
yrs exp 1 Call Roe (408)274-36114

Each
Extra
Day
SI 00
$1 15
51 .10
$1 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)

TEL EMARKE TING POLITICAL WORK
Worl for social change November IN & BEYOND" Perm port
fIrne positions. 585,
come)

ROOMMATES

NEW ZEALAND, Got
your attention. mate, New Zeeland company has openings for

pers.group propects, theses, resumes letters. etc APA. MLA. Ti,

Count approvmately 30 lehe,N don spaces for each hnel

Minimum three lines on one day

pertment, with
salary of 89k,
plus bonuses, If you ere experienced or not we have Me perfect
job to fit into your busy lifestyle.
For
immediate
consideration.

ACADEMIC -I PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word process
utilizing igle hardware.HP Seriesil
I aserWord Perfect 42 5 orPage
Maker Popers.thesieresumes. reports 8 group prorecis welcome
Rees rates. 7 min two campus nr

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On -campus
pickup del Lefler gull Term pa

40011111111M111111111==limrsemmoineorse.mimomemmtiesimmoblemeamme
Print Your Ad Here

motivated individuals who want
to moat.
difference In peoples

leternarketers. we have 2 oda,
ings in our &Overfilling sales do-

VeCall

luable
947.727301 drop by out offIce at
Oth find San Salvedor

Ad Rates

$425 to 412 hr. or commission,
bonuses. contests. vacation, & a
professional environment 5 min.
ultra horn SJSU For the hardcore

HAIR

lege gr.., so call us with papers.
reports. theses (sap Science),
etc 11 251-0449

AUSTRALIA,

enteed Thanks

the only permanent
method Ask aboul the special
discount tor FALL Complimen

sitions avellable There is no selling required) We aro looking for

Ides We offer full or part time positions Ertremety flexIble schedules, edvancenant opportunities,

RE-

Reason.

1.0,00e1.

dentist by appointment only. 2477486. 335 S Beywood Ave . San

TRAVEL

price ’Unwonted Hair Disappears
With My Cara’ Gwen Cheigrea
RE
559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
Ave , CC
Half Today Gone Tomorrow

PROOFREADING

sonable rates We’re lest.depen
dable. grernmer-experienced Col-

SERVICES

5036

15% discount to students end faculty Call before December 31,
ism and get your first appl at 1 2

SEARCH quality work

RESEARCH

Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All sublects Oval’
Ifled writers Resumes Re-writ
Ing Cetelog Berkeley (415) 841

lodes

ble lees Call Dee at 292-7029

Judy Ryan et 298-0204.

shifts mail We offer medics! dental Ins, weedy pay. non-unlform
blazer uniform positions, v.a.
lion pay rag Increases, credit
union
Immediate permanent

WRITING.

BARE IT ALL. Stop shavings waxing,
tweezing or using chemical 409111.-

EDITING

word processing our specialty
Guarynteed
quality
accuracy
Fr.e disk storage proofing Rea-

lockets Quality work al reasonable rotes
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 262-7377.
Monday through Frld. 3-RPM

SERVICES

Tailoring for men. cm.l end tormei weer Willow Glen area Call
Marla et 448-5494

serve your time now
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT. Academic

clubs. business Custom .refin
printing on shirts, sweats, end

or 395-3560

MASS on Sunday evenings It
6 305 8 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center, 10th 8 San Carlos For
more Into @bout other activities

El ECTROL YSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Conti -

T-SHIRTS for fraternities. .rodties.

Hurry. Call today, Over 16
.05 109

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS

social people to work et high tech
companies In Silicon Valley All

STANFORD GRAD WILL TUTOR meth,
physics. mon-Sun eves at good
rates Call (415)326-6862

only $2

Let me permanently remove your um... hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache. el< )

avolleizle Offer last tumer.nd.
pickup 8 delivery, grammar editing and guarantee copy Call
Pamela at 14061946-3862 to re-

al reasonable rates Call Dash.
or Phil al 270-8960 or 922-7359

sports partners are also available
You may choose to leave your
own message or hear six different

movement dysfunction Sliding
tee scale for the handicapped
Str:ctiy nonsexual Call 371-1433

PERSONALS

Frrs

Classified
Availed* all hours Reasonable
rat. Call MANA (408)559-1984

MASSAGE, Using widely ol thetechniques to bring
rapeutic
about vhsilly and spirit SpeciallxIng in chronic pain. stress, and

ROOM 4 RENT in Santa Clara house.
pot entry. $350. Ina ulll. house
arty quiet 00004. 984.3353

roe

HEEE . I CLEANED
41:tiU CAN NAVE
MAIFIEVP-R

C1G6ET

I
HEY MAN
CON T NEED ‘tor
liA/40-14E DOWNS I
DON’T NEED NONE OF
11415

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL

Is launching nationwide promotion Seek independent outgoing.

voice

Gus Torres

losed is S
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I toilf,ng
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Bentsen: Campus Democrat asks question

Pedal break

From page I
crime.
’There are millions of young peo"They have been playing politics
ple who don’t vote, who look on pol- with the tragedy of crime,’’
itics MS a spectator sport.
He also said Dukakis will main"You’re the future of this coun- tain a strong defense and doesn’t adtry. We can’t put it on cruise control vocate outlawing guns.
and watch through the rear view mir"I wouldn’t share a ticket with
ror.’’
someone who wanted to take my gun
Bentsen said the Bush campaign away," he said.
has distorted Dukakis’ record on
Bentsen said recent polls that

Mark Studyvin

show Bush leading may prove wrong
on election day, as they did when
Harry Truman was elected. Truman
was also predicted to lose, but came
from behind to win.
"When people said ’Give ’ern
hell, Harry; he said ’I don’t give
’ern hell. I give ’ern the truth and the
Republicans think it’s hell,’ " Bentsen said.

corn
MEDICAL

Daily stall photographer

St either] %%all, a senior majoring in molecular biology, takes a break betvieen classes.

Arrest: Student booked for rape attempt
/
’I went with my friend.,
the second floor for a doom patty .
aud ibis guy Cecil was there." said
Staoe Vounias, a sophomore with
an undeclared major.
I he suspect "was following me
C5 CI vs here, even to the bathroom...
she said "He just wouldn’t leave
itie alone.
+malls I got tired and told my
I, lends I was going to bed. He followed ice upstairs."
Hie suspect asked if he could
comeiii, Vournas said.
’We weir: rust talking at first."
die said
He seemed pretty cool. I
put on some mellow rock music.’
irimes then asked for a hack rub.
Vow-this said. When she agreed, she
he took oft his shirt. After she
rubbed his hack for a while, she
asked him to lease_

He wouldn’t let me
leave my own room
and he wouldn’t
leave. I was really
scared.’
Stacie Vournas,
Student
"I kept tellinj2 min. I \sant to go
to sleep now lin really
Voiotia, said "Rut he just wouldn’t
get the tutu. sou know
He demanded that she kiss hint
before he would go. she said
"He said. 1 ui not leasing
sou

rieId: Team upset
said the Lonyhtion of the
cputat ion of the football progi ii
neld vs ill enthariass the team
"I’m upset about the condition ot
"When sou shossv ase s. air prothe field." Stefen Guthrie, a senior gram. you want ii to he e sv client and
noseguard. said. "It hurts the pro- with good facilities. ( IllIcit said.
gram. People conic on recruiting
’When your field is shalihs it
a
trips to see the school and the sta- definite negative.
dium. How. would you feel if you
")hs musty . we’re not pleased
came here and saw that? If I was a iv Itli
that WC WOO Stil MI Iii, 1 41.1st His
recruit, I wouldn’t want to plas
.11111 5,11 li_tv e to hays. some leelmt2
here
tor that But the bottom hire ry that
’Fhe sandy field could make loot you has e a good Licilits ot son
mg precarious. Guthrie is worried
don’t It they .re going to do thi.
about possible ninnies
every )ear, then t% i. Ito e a veinni,
-You has,: to think about injury
problem .’
anstime." Guthrie said. "But I
think we have enough injuries with Gilbert said lie’s repeatedly ad
’iii playing on a field like that."
dressed the issue
outside
According lo Gilbert, the sand esents ;it Spattan Stadium, II
distributed across the field Will he vuvliti iii vii ii lii111, !al,
painted green.
!Intik
1.%e v.ie,ully
e5111 esCk
"I think it’s a tooled) idea to paint 111,, self
he said
Ii do it anv iii
it It’s going to he kicked all over the ihei sson’t cause on icavtitin
place hy the torte we’re through may he faced vs Mr this as long as
aiming tip.- the coach
rhey hold outside es ents

I ne vi k
Vournas said. "1
I walls gave him a hug - -- you
know, a little friendly hug
to get
rid of him, but he still wouldn’t go.’
Vournas said, she pecked
the suspect on the cheek. When the
man still refused to leave, she tried
to leave the room herself. But the
suspect stopped her.
’He 1.5 ouldn’t let me leave my
iS’, iirol ll). and he wouldn’t leave,’
she said. "I was really scared. I
didn’t know what was going to happen. I didn’t know if he had a gun or
a knife tir %%hat.imes tinally forced her to kiss
Iii m. V.rtirtras said.
"It ss as icks
she said. "I didn’t
like his it
in my mouth. And
then y llt1 know what he said? He said
that it this were the Olympics I
viiild have washed out with that
kiss

Bud eat how you can have your medical school tuition. required books and
I... paid in tellplea earn more than MO a month while you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and we’ll send you lull details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
We’ll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician’s Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force
If selected, you’ll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you’ll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves
After graduation, you’ll serve three years or moredepending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receiveas a respected
Armed Forces physician You’ll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology
It you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice
and want to cut the expense of medical schoolsend for more information today.
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After that, she said, he left. Apparently he went directly to her
friend’s room, where the alleged
rape attempt occurred.
"She left her door unlocked he
cause she was expecting her boy
riend," A’ritintas said. "(The Sus
peen walked into her room, put a
rubber on and jumped her.’’
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Employee drug and alcohol use
;eads to nuclear plant mishaps
SSHI’s
Slmost
[Ince 1111.111C! ot thc mishaps re
,mided at the nation’s civilian nu Aced per.
cleat teactors last ye
s. mire I error, reties
inadequate
I raining. an advocacy group assts.
ciated vs ith Ralph Nader says
The group. the (’ii il Mass En ergs Project itt PitH r mien, said
.
that of the 2,941
eported in
19/0 to the
Regulatory
Commission at the
licensed civilian nuclear reactors, 2,197 in solved personnel error and 591 were
errors by commission -licensed control rixim operators.
’ ’The NRC has failed to satisf y.is
legal obligatum to create binding
worker naming regulations as mandated by Congress in 19W2. Public
y harged
The group said the commission’s
adoption ot .1 juilicy statement endorsing the ascreditation program of
the Institute it Nuclear Power Operations, an industry group. did not

ieel the law
But NRC
’S C...5%0111411
’5 lit’
Gagnei said. ’
think the poli,y
statement has NA orked \sell. The stilt
thinks the training programs ol
utilities ate WM10110 well and are im
pros mg
In addition to the personnel errors.
Public Citrien also liquid that reprios
to the NRC rii drug and alcohol use
among nuclear power plant employ
ees tripled last year. almost equal
ling the sum of all reports in the pre
vious 12 years.
Through 1987. those iii. dents
taled 30’. according to NRC reports
inspected hr the project. while 150
sivere tepot tett tor lotc7
s
the I S. Council
Sv
tot 1’114110 \ii 11i’lless. .1 group rep
tesenting iii ca? Online, and others.
said. ’Once again Pithily Citrien has
nit picked its way through the NKC
files to undermine publiy vi ntidence
in the Nuclear RS1).1111.11,1 s ( outusis
sion..

Surrogate mom loses custody rights
SANTA ROSA (AP) - A surroj.Jide mother has hist her legal fight to
reclaim custotly ot her 2 -year-old
son from a couple who hired her for
SI 0,111(1 to bear a child. vi newspaper
reported
Court Judge Lloyd Von
Super
der McKim steering clear of the
issue of whether the surrogate con
tract was legal. ruled that the child

I 98B,Spartan Daily

had heen ill laity adopted h>
and Charlotte Myers of Napa. NW
Iris Angeles Times reported Thur.
day.
The ruling denies .1 request Iss
Nancy Barrass lit soul the adoption
by the Myerses. the paper reported
Neither lianas, nor her court-ap
pointed attorney el iii Id be reached
for comment, the newspaper said.
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